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-CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
When new tools are developed to enrich and strengthen
our educational system, all educators must search out
effective procedures for realizing their greatest possible
potential.

I.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

It was the purpose of this study to (1) establish a
need for developing utilization procedures for educational
television, (2) determine materials needed for effective use,
(3) point out ways to prepare the classroom for most

effective reception, (4) show how to orient students, (5)
suggest viewing procedures, (6) cite the need for follow-up
and possible follow-up techniques, and (7) indicate possible
methods of evaluation for both program and students.

II.

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY

After using television in our classrooms for the
first time last year, it was noted that lack of utilization
techniques brought about undesirable teacher and student
attitudes toward this new tool.
Television can be an extremely valuable teaching aid.
This study should help the writer to develop its potentialities
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and do a service to his district by relating the findings
to colleagues.

CHAPTER II
THE EFFECTIVE USE OF EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION
I.

NEED FOR DEVELOPING UTILIZATION PROCEDURES
Educational television has been making great strides

in our schools.

Some educational administrators have not

accepted it yet, possibly because they lack knowledge of
its use (19:29).

Bringing television into the classroom

is but a part of effective utilization.

The way the program

is used will determine its full impact on the learning
situation.

Therefore, teacher education concerning the use

of this tool is required (3:237).

Such education might be

achieved through workshops, seminars, or teacher meetings.
Learning through television is greatly influenced by
the skill, attitudes, and techniques of the classroom
teacher (7:47).

"If one's objective is simply to maintain

the present level of instruction, little or no modification
of plans and teaching techniques is necessary for television"
(1:99-101).

This, however, is not a responsible teacher's

attitude.
The meteoric development of this teaching aid has
been the subject of countless articles, arguments, and
discussions.

A tremendous amount of research has been done

on its use in education, and the many schools and institutions of higher learning now using it would seem to indicate
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that it is with us to stay.

The Fund for the Advancement

of Education and the Ford Foundation alone have provided
financial support amounting to more than ten million dollars
for over fifty different experiments at the school and
college level involving the use of television as a medium
of instruction (21:1601).
The Ford Foundation's report sets forth the following
statement regarding educational television:
Television is not a panacea that will cure all the
ills of American education or solve all its problems.
It has been described, and rightly so, as the most
important new educational tool since the invention of
movable type, but like the textbook the new medium is
essentially just that--a tool. Like any book, it can
be misused or badly used. But if it is wisely and
imaginatively used, television can play a major role
in broadening and enriching the education of American
students at all levels of schooling (5:61).
Effective utilization procedures have to be carefully
thought out.

Although all educators must share in the

development of such techniques, only the classroom teacher
can assess what best fits the needs and abilities of his
students (7:72).

There are no hard and fast rules.

teacher must develop his own techniques.

Each

In speaking of the

educator's role in educational television, Steele says:
There are -many ways to utilize television in
education; educators must use them all, for the goals
which we must reach are important to our society.
Educational television has the same mission as education
itself. This, more than any other, is the common
denominator underlying education's response to the
challenge of television (18:28).
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II.

DETERMINING ~lATERIALS TO BE USED

To assure the most effective use of television in the
classroom, planning must be done well in advance.

"Adequate

preparation will ensure that rather than mere entertainment,
an enjoyable, yet purposeful classroom activity will evolve"
(16:16).

Richardson and Seekamp state that where television

is used regularly for classroom instruction, teachers may
find aids for their planning.

For example, special teacher's

guides are usually issued in advance of the broadcast dates.
These guides describe program content, preliminary preparation activities, important questions, related readings,
suggested films, and other audio-visual aids and resources
(2: 220).

Before the teacher can plan the work and collect
materials needed in conjunction with television lessons, he
must be aware of what agreement has been reached by administrative personnel, department heads, and the television
instructor regarding the over-all picture of the program.
He needs to know what is expected of students as well as
what is expected of him as a participant in the presentation.
No effective teaching can be achieved until he knows his
position relative to the program.

"If the teacher is

uncertain or frustrated, his discontent will be transferred
to the class causing the program to lose its effectiveness"

(4:7).
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After the teacher .has oriented himself and has taken
care of all the problems, he should go over the lesson
materials he has found useful and review difficult parts
of the text that might require additional explanation in
class (4:8).
III.

PHYSICAL PREPARATION OF THE CLASSROOM

The preparation of the classroom is an important
part of the pupil's school day.

Classroom preparation for

viewing television differs little from that of any other
regular classroom activity.
tions are made.

However, certain recommenda-

The maximum viewing distance with screens

at 16" to 21" should be no farther than twenty feet.
set should be placed at eye level.

The

Some light in the room

is deemed necessary in order to lessen eye strain.

In

addition, the reception must be good and the set must be of
excellent quali,ty, or the program will suffer ( 2: 220-221) •
The number of sets for viewing the telecast should be
determined by the size of the viewing room and the number
of students who will view the program.

Provision should be

made for taking notes on the presentation.

In the regular

classrooms, tables and chairs will meet this need.

Impro-

vised arrangements such as clip boards, lap boards, or
hardback notebooks should be avoided if possible (21:49).
Stoddard recommends portable television sets for buildings
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already in use.

The sets should be equipped with large

speakers and mounted on stands with four-inch wheels
(19:54).
Lighting must be adequate for desirable viewing.

It

is generally agreed that it is not desirable to have the
room in almost total darkness as it often is for the viewing
of a film.

The lights may be turned off and shades drawn

for adequate darkening.

Contrast between the viewing

screen and the surrounding area should not be too great.

A

subdued natural light is preferred (20:52).
Adequate ventilation must be provided whenever groups
meet for classwork.

If the learner becomes uncomfortable,

it will detract from his learning efficiency (20:56).
The Ford Foundation's report on schools using improvised facilities found .that when they were not designed for
television teaching, many undesirable conditions presented
themselves {5:50-51).

Seekamp states, "The best viewing

situation is the most natural situation; the classroom"
(16:15).
IV.

ORIENTING THE STUDENTS

Television should be considered as simply another
excellent aid in the presentation of subject matter (6:52).
Student preparation for this type of classroom activity is
a necessity.

Many children think of television as a means

of entertainment.

Since television has been with these
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students for most of their lives, it is important that the
teacher instill in their minds the fact that television is
a definite educational aid and not in the room merely for
their viewing enjoyment.

"It is the teacher's responsibility

to help the class make a meaningful transition from the
regular classwork to the television program" (2:221).

Prior

to viewing the telecast, plans for the class and other
activities to be carried out in conjunction with the televised program should be carefully explained.
The pre-program introduction is important.

The

children should have a pleasant expectation {16:17).
Once the class understands what they ar.e viewing and
why they are viewing it, instructions should be given on
note-taking skills.

Upper elementary students should be

taught how to develop the ability to take notes from lecturedemonstrations.

This skill demands proper instruction and

guidance from the teacher (20:53).

The necessity of taking

notes is based on the idea that a student often assumes a
passive role while viewing the program (19:36).

There is

enough evidence in film research literature to suggest
that such lack of student activity or participation is not
conducive to learning.

To meet the problem of passivity in

television teaching, some form of participation procedure is
necessary (6:167).
If a text is involved and any other additional
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reference material is used, they should be carefully explained.
Students should learn that it is absolutely essential that
they bring their materials with them and be ready to begin
the class period promptly (20:53).
Whatever the program, it is the teacher's responsibility to let the children lmow what to expect from it:
If the program is one of a series regularly watched
by your students, the introduction will be considerably
different from one that is required for an unfamiliar
one. Indicate some of the important learning outcomes
which may develop from the telecast, possibly setting
them up in question form. Help the class to see how
these ~uestions or outcomes relate to current work
(2: 221).
This could be done before the telecast by setting up questions
the children could look and listen for as they view.
It should be pointed out that the teacher must also
orient himself.

McKellar ·writes:

"The classroom teacher

is one of the most important factors in the success of
educational television" (13:34).

If the teacher goes into

the classroom with a negative attitude toward educational
television and feels it an outside intruder, this attitude
will certainly transfer to his students.

"Classroom use will

be precisely as effective as the classroom teacher makes it"
(14:46).
learning.

Any tool used in our classrooms should promote
As Stoddard states, "Television may be adapted as

a means for promoting all types and phases of learning, if
we can learn to use it effectively" (19:39).
The teacher may orient the students in many ways.
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Kinder lists the following:
1. Having them report on experiences relevant to
the topic of the program; 2. discussing prior reading
in pictures or illustrative material; 3. planning
procedures for satisfactory physical reception,
monitoring the receiver, seating pupils so that
everyone can see; 4. planning so as to offset interruptions and other details; 5. direct student notetaking, sketching and so on (9:327).
V.

VIEWING PROCEDURES

If possible, television viewing rooms should not be
too large:
As receivers with screens over 4 feet in width
come into wider use, it may be possible to use the
auditorium for watching the program, although postbroadcast discussion will still be more effective if
conducted in the classroom. Any attempt, however, to
use a 16 or 19 inch television receiver in the auditorium would probably lead to improper viewing, with the
children at the sides and rear of the room getting a
very poor view of the program. The impulse to crowd
80-100 students in front of a viewer should be resisted
(11:229).
It is not enough that the student merely watch the
program.

It is probable that he would learn something by

just watching, but a carefully planned use of the telecast
will make it much more meaningful.

Viewing television is

no different from watching a film.

When a film is used in

the classroom, the teacher must plan how he will introduce
it and what he expects the students to look for if he wishes
to make it a meaningful learni?:J.g exl)erience.
Brown, Lewis, and Harcleroad recommend that while
the introduction is being made some s~udent in the class
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should warm up the receiver, tune it to the proper station,
and make sure it is ready for viewing.

The sound should be

kept very low and the brightness turned down to avoid
distracting the class until it is ready for the program
(2:221).
Every effort should be made by the teacher to produce
an effective listening experience.

The volume should be

adjusted so that it can be heard comfortably even in the
rear of the room.
be correct.

Contrast, focus, and brilliance should

"What the teacher does during the telecast will

be determined to some extent by the subject and the grade
level" (20:55).
Some educators feel that the teacher may inject
explanatory comments at appropriate points.

However, they

add that it is usually best to let the program reach its
climax without interruption (2:221).

It is Tarbet 1 s

recommendation that the teacher not interrupt the telecast.
During this time the teacher should observe, supervise, and
discipline, doing so in such a manner as not to distract
the students' attention from the telecast (20:55).

Siepmann

states that while television takes over, the classroom
teacher does not need to sit with his eyes glued on the
receiver.

"Half an eye is plenty.•

This gives him the

opportunity to observe his students and attend to individual
needs (17:141).

"Freed from preparation and presentation
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of a lesson, teachers can watch the learners and analyze
learning problems, thus preventing serious difficulties
from arising" (14:47).
One very important necessity is that the student be
ready to take part in the activities at the beginning of
the telecast.

Proper timing is very important.

The teacher

must know the time and channel and be ready when the program
begins.

Habits of punctuality should be developed in both

teacher and students {16:17).
The experiences our school district has had with
educational television~ shown us a number of areas in
need of improvement.

One is scheduling.

Scheduling a

program immediately before,recess proved unsatisfactory.
It is difficult to maintain the attentiveness of the students
during the viewing because of the clock's magnetic appeal.
After recess, the follow-up lost some of its value because
the children had forgotten important points of the viewing.
VI.

FOLLOW-UP OF THE VIEWING

Lowdermilk states that as soon as the television
lesson is over, the teacher must be prepared to proceed
directly with whatever teaching may be needed to complete
the learning experience o.f the class (12:3-5).

"The

telecast and the classroom follow-up should not be regarded
as separate and distinct elements but rather as integral
parts of a unified, meaningful whole" (20:57).

Everyone
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involved must realize that each ~as a vital role to play.
The television teacher and the classroom teacher must become
a team (10:113).

The studio teacher has the responsibility

of presenting, explaining, and demonstrating the major
points of the lesson.

The classroom teacher is responsible

for clearing up misunderstandings, answering questions,
leading discussions, making assignments, giving individual
help where needed, and supervising tests (20:57).
Again, as with films and other audio-visual experiences, follow-up activities are undertaken in a variety
of ways. Immediate discussion will usually revert to
the preprogram questions or comments. Were the questions
answered? Specifically, what did the program show
regarding each important question? Did it settle the
problem or is there more we should know about it?
What did the program do to develop new interest in the
topic? What can we do to investigate it more thoroughly?
Can we apply (practice) some of the things presented
,1Q. the program? What shall we tell or write the program
producer to let him know what we think and possibly, to
help him produce better programs in the future (2:221)?
Various follow-up techniques of the classroom teacher
make viewing a program a significant and meaningful learning
experience.
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The most frequently used follow-up activity

is a discussion of the program" (9:328).

Such discussion

may enable the teacher to find out whether the preprogram
questions or comments were answered (2:221).
Another activity is the buzz-session or seminar
technique, used to give students opportunities to discuss
the problems among themselves and raise questions.

The

room may be divided into a series of small groups ranging
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in size from five to ten students.

A discussion leader or

chairman and a secretary are selected and serve for a
certain period of time.

Questions students cannot answer

are referred to the teacher.

This may be done privately or

in a period when discussion leaders ask questions of the
teacher.

The seminar sessions may be so organized that

one group of students may discuss a problem with another
group of students.

Students should be encouraged whenever

possible to answer their own ques~ions from research
(20:59).
An overhead projector can be of real help to the
teacher in the follow-up.

The teacher may write on a

transparent surface or use slides or other prepared transparancies to project information onto a large screen at the
front of the room (20:59).
Film strips, slides, 16mm films, flat pictures,
chalkboards, and many other audio-visual devices may be used
in conjunction with the follow-up period.

Activities will

vary according to the background of students, type of
school programs, student maturity, and the amount of reading,
thinking, writing, and experimenting commonly done by the
class.

On some occasions brief notes may be advantageously

taken or sketches made, but all activities should be brief
enough that students do not miss important parts of the
program.

When the viewing .is completed, the students should
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be allowed time to complete notes and sketches.

If there is

a practical way of showing the telecast after follow-up
activities, that is sometimes appropriate.

In lieu of such

a procedure, auxiliary activities can be integrated with
the topic.

Activities such as making exhibits and surveys,

going on field trips, interviewing resource people, illustrating, dramatizing, investigating, and testing may be
used (9:328).

Testing, frequent checks on notes, and short

quizzes to help _uncover weak spots in.lectures are all very
necessary to a successful program.

Unless some method. of

testing the effectiveness of televised lessons takes place,
there is no accurate way of discriminating between effective
and ineffective teaching procedures.

The testing need not

be continuous and may be dropped when an effective presentation of particular subject matter is developed (6:170).
It should be remembered that not the viewing itself
but rather the use made of the viewing is the main educational experience.
VII.

EVALUATION OF THE PROG·RAM

Like all other techniques and materials used in the
classroom, television should be carefully evaluated by the
teacher as a continuing process.

Supervisory and adminis-

trative officers of the school should call together groups
of teachers from time to time to discuss the values of
programs and to gather ideas for programming.

Such meetings
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might occasionally bring together representatives of the
city schools, county schools, parochial schools, and the
local colleges or universities.

Utilization, visualization

techniques, reception, follow-up procedures, integration,
and program improvement should be the problems discussed.
After the administrative part has been cleared up,
the teacher a:hd the television instructor must get
together (preferably face ta face) and if this is not
possible then other arrangements should be made for
the purpose of exchanging ideas,regarding lesson plans,
areas of emphasis, source mater:Lals and the making of
a schedule flexible enough to allow for the reviewing
or repetition if necessary (4:7).
The teacher can evaluate the effectiveness of his television
techniques with the group and so learn to improve the
procedure (16:16).
Television pro.grams should not be thought of as
units in themselves.

They are to be fitted into a regularly

planned curriculum and should be considered no different than
motion pictures, recordings, field trips, or radio (9:329).
It should be remembered that to have effective public-school
television, we must have the classrooms to hold pupils,
trained teachers to motivate these pupils and to follow-up
the television programs with proper activities (6:174).
VIII.

SUMMARY

Although the use of television in education still
faces many difficult problems, there should be little
doubt in the minds of educators as to its tremendous
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possibilities for providing stude::µts w,-.th learning opportunities never before available.

The classroom teacher's

effective or ineffective use of this powerful new teaching
tool will ultimately determine its future in the American
educational system.

Poor use of educational television in

classrooms cannot and will not justify an attitude of
indifference and neglect in regard to its potentialities.
We cannot measure exactly how much television
actually will contribute to the lives of our children, but
as Barbara Yanowski states in an article written for
Senior Scholastic:
The real importance of television lies in what
happens in the minds and lives of its viewers when the
program is over • • • • Educational television is like
the pebble thrown into a pond--and we are just beginning
to realize the resulting ripple which moves silently,
slowly, and surely outward in an ever-widening circle.
No one can guess how educational television will affect
Johnny or Johnny's children in the future or the
contributions it will make to Johnny's teacher and the
classes of children she teaches, yet it is a fact
that educational television influences others--and
that's overwhelming in itself. Since the real
importance of television lies in what happens in the
minds and lives of viewers after the program, let's
strive to be sure that it is used to its best possible
advantage. Only then can wonderful thin~s continue to
happen after they've turned off the set (22:14T).
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